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TilE EFFECT OF A CARD SURFACE OI TEE TOTAL 

LIFE 3F AN UNSWEPT WING IN SUBSONIC FLOW 

The advent oi' transoriic and supersonic airplanes and 

guided missiles has Introduced a new era in aerodynamic de- 

sign. More and more emphasis Is being placed on aircraft 

on which the wing is placed on or near the tail end of the 

fuselage. With this type of design come new and different 

problems in stability and control. For instance, a stand- 

ard horizontal tall, if any, may be so close behind the 

wing that it provides too short a pitching moment arm. A 

possible solution to this problem is a canard control sur- 

face, or in other words, a horizontal tail In front of the 

wing. 

Recent studies of canard control systems have devoted 

more attention to supersonic flow than to subsonic flow, 

However, even if a canard surface Is primarily designed for 

supersonic aircraft, it still must operate under subsonic 

conditions. An important exaùiple of subsonic flight for 

any aircraft is that of landing and take off. This flight 

range is particularly important since most aircraft with 

supersonic wings requiro high angles of attack at low 

speeds. 

The removal of the tail from the complex flow behind 

the wing makes its characteristics rauch more predictable, 

improves its efficiency, and immensely simplifies problems 

of lonitudinal stability and control. However, with the 
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canard control surface, the problem is reversed, and the 

wing will experience a change in lift due to the wash in- 

duced by the canard. 2his interference of the flow of the 

wing caused by the canard is indeed a very difficult prob- 

lein to analyze, and experiiental data nust usually be 

obtained for reliable design analysis. however, wind tun- 

nel data are expensive in both time and money, and 

preliminary analysis groups must depend upon reliable 

methods of theoretical analysis in order to predict and de- 

sign aerodynamic characteristics of proposed aircraft, the 

object of this thesis is to predict the effect of a canard 

surface on the total lift of an unswopt wing in subsonic 

f lo w. 

The use of reciprocity or reversed flow relations 

necessitate several restrictions or assumptions. The as- 

suinption will be made that the variation of downwash due to 

the canard across the chord of the wing is negligible, so 

that the lift on the wing ¡nay be represented by a span-wise 

lift distribution. :he span-wise lift distribution will be 

considered elliptic in the reversed flow direction. If the 

wing is unswept and lias fore and aft symmetry, then the 

span load distribution is elliptic in the forward direction 

also. The elliptic span load distribution is important be- 

cause it leads to a minimum possible drag for a given total 

lift and also because the lift distributions of most wings 

in forward flow do not vary greatly from the elliptic form. 



apart from these restrictions, the chord, angle of irici- 

dence, and shape of the airfoil section mar vary in any 

manner across the span of the wing. 

The slope ol' the lift-curve of a wing body combina- 

tion can be closely estimated by calculating the slope of 

the lift curve for the wing alone, including the hypotheti- 

cal extension of the wing which passes through the body. 

thus the total lift of a slender wing-body combination is 

the same as that of the wing alone (3, Vol 21, p289-290). 

The effect of the body covering the wing and canard will 

thus be neglected in this analysis. 

The wing is assumed rigidly attached to the canard 

and to lie directly in the wake of the canard. However, 

the rolled up vortices behind the canard are Inclined to 

the flight direction at about one-fifth of the angle of at- 

tack of the canard (5, Vol 2, p397), and It is clear that 

il' the wing and canard lie in the same plane, the vortices 

cannot strike the wing at any angle of attack. But if the 

wing is raised above the plane of the wing, as in Figure 2, 

then there is some positive angle or attack at which the 

canard vortices will strike the wing. This restriction 

greatly simplifies the analysis, but still deals with the 

worst interference effects of' the wing lying directly in 

the wake of the canard. 



Nomenclature 

A Aspect ratio 

b Wing span 

C Chord length 

CL Coefficient of lift, Lift for 
qS 

CL Lift curve slope, 

e Distance behind the canard at which vortex sheet is 

essentially rolled up 

L Total lift on the wing without canard interference 

4L Total change in lift on the wing due to canard 

interference 

L0 Total canard lift 

L' span load distribution on wing without canard 

interference 

L'' Span load distribution per unit angle of attack on 

wing without canard interference 

L0 Lift per unit angle of attack at mid-span of wing 

q Free stream dynamic pressure, 

s Canard semi-span 

s' 3em.i-span of rolled up vortex sheet 

S Planforni area 

V Free stream velocity 

x 3trearnwise coordInate 

y 1pan-wise coordinate 

w Downwash 
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Induced anglo of attack due to canard downwash,-f 

" span angle-of-attack distribution 

«w angle of attack of the wing 

fi Circulation of horseshoe vortex 

Dimensionless coordinate, 

" Dimensionless coordinate, 
b 

Dimensionless ratio, 

' Dimensionless ratio, ' 
b 

Subscripts 

Wing 

c Canard 

i Forward flow 

2 Reversed flow 

FLOW FIELD BIHIND P CANARD SURFACE 

In the design of tail surfaces, the ciownwash behind 

wings is a very important problem. However, in considering 

the wash fron a canard surface acting on a wing, not only 

the dowuwash behind the canard must be analyzed, but also 

the upwash that occurs outside the tips of the canard. £his 

upwash will have the opposite effect on the wing that the 

dowriwas'n has. ioreover if large enough, the upwash will 

tend to stall tho outer partions of the wing and limit to 

some extent the rriaxiuium lift obtainable. 
It has become customary in the calculation of downwash 



behind subsonic and supersonic wings to admit the assuxnp- 

tions originally introduced by Prandtl in the establishment 

of lifting line theory (7, Vol 18, p21), These assumptions 

are (1) that the vortex wake of finite thickness raay be 

replaced by an infinitesimally thin surface of discontinuity 

designated the trailing vortex sheet, and (2) that the 

trailing vortex sheet remains flat and extends downstreai 

from the airfoil in the free stream direction. Uthough it 

has been firmly established that these assumptions are auf- 

ficiently valid for the prediction of forces and moments on 

finite span wings, the extent of their validity for cal- 

culation of wash behind airfoils is not so clearly defined. 

Prandtl and Glauert (1, p166) pointed out that the vortex 

sheet begins as a flat sheet at the trailing edge but is 

unstable and actually rolls up Into a pair of vortices whose 

distance apart Is rather less than the span of the wing. 

Consider now the canard-wing arrangement shown in 

Figure 1. The wing 

span of the canard, 

direction, and x is 

the canard. 

Theoretical a 

have shown that the 

the trailing vortex 

is of the form 

span is denoted by b, s is the semi- 

y is the coordinate in the span-wise 

the coordinate measured downstream of 

d experimental studies (7, Vol 13, p23) 

distance behind the canard required for 

sheet to become essentially rolled up 
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s 
(1) -- 

for elliptic load distributions, where c represents the 

chord of the canard, s is the canard semi-span, the 

canard aspect ratio, and CL the canard coefficient of lift. 

Consider now, for example, two rectangular canards, one of 

aspect ratio six and the other of two. ßquation (1) for 

the two canards then becomes respectively 

e (') and = (2) z cL 

It is seen from thIs comparison that the vortex sheet rolls 

up nine times faster behind the canard of aspect ratio two 

than behind the canard of aspect ratio six. For canards of 

low aspect ratio, the vortex sheet may become essentially 

rolled up into two trailing vortices within a chord length 

or less of the trailing edge. It is significant to note 

that most canards, as well as tail surfaces, will be of low 

aspect ratio. 

It is a well known principle in subsonic wing theory 

that the induced velocities produced by a thin lifting sur- 

face may be calculated by considering a chordwise and 

spanwise distribution of vortices. however, 1lverstein 

points out (6, p2) that the error in downwash in- 

troduced by neglecting the chordwlse distribution of the 
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bound vortices is negligible at points beyond a fraction of 

chord length fron the trailing edge. £hus, the bound vor- 

tices should, In general, be concentrated on a lifting line 

lying as close as possible to the locus of center-of- 

pressure positions. At subsonic speeds, the lii ing line 

Is located along the line of quarter-chord points. 

For mast practical canard-wing arrangements, the 

canard will have a low aspect ratio, the wing will lie well 

beyond several chord lengths of the canard, and the vortex 

sheet can be considered to be completely rolled up. 

prieter and 3acks (7, p22) point out that at stations 

where the distance behind the airfoil is greater than e 

given by equation (1), satisfactory results ay be obtained 

by replacing the canard with a single horseshoe vortex with 

the safle span as the vortex sheet that is rolled up. Thus 

for low aspect ratio canards, the wash on the wing at a 

distance x may be given by Glauert's equation (1, p159) for 

a horseshoe vortex 

/ (-Y) £ /;-; (m) (2) WL *s_f X * X- 
J s'y s'-y 

where P is the circulation of the vortex, and s' is the 

seal-span of the rolled vortex sheet. 

In a very extreme case, where the wing is very close 

to the canard, the wash is approxinately the saine as at the 

lifting line of the canard. For elliptic loading on the 
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canard, Glauert (1, pl6) gives the well known wash result 

as 

w = Wa -5 j 5 
j 

C1L' í, 7 

(3) = LJ j75 

w 
[/ ) y - 

where V is the free stream velocity, CL is the coefficient 

of canard lift, A0 is the canard aspect ratio, and s is the 

semi-spari of ho canard. 

The wash induced on the wing is thus considered to be 

in a rather simpiG analytical form. By applying certain 

aerodynaraic reciprocity relations, the change in lift dis- 

tribution and thus the total change in lift on the wing may 

be determined. 

RbCIPROCIT RELATIOIHIP3 

The reciprocity relationships have been achieved 

through the development of reverse flow relations. Some of 

the iaost important results in the recent study of wing 

theory have been achieved through the concept of the re- 

verse flow relations (2, pl). The use of these relations 

greatly simplifies the analysis of the change in lift on a 
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wing due to a canard surface. 

These relations can be derived from the linearized 

partial differential equation of co;zipressible flow 

(1f) 

+ 9y '- 
c:7 

where,/-Al2 , is the free stream mach number, and 

is the potential function where the subscripts indicate 

partial derivativos. This equation applies in forward or 

reverse flow provided the respective mach numbers are the 

same. By applying Greents iheorem (8, p+2O), Heaslot and 

Sprieter (2, p1+) have shown that the following expression 

may be derived from (+): 

(5) ff 
(x1y) w2 (X1 J) X 

= 

Jf (X, y) w1 ( y) dx 

s s 

where k is the local pressure differential, w is the local 

downwash, and the subscripts i and 2 denote forward and re- 

versed flow directions respectively. The Integration is 

over the planform of the wing. 

If the variation of the downwash over the chord of 

the wing is considered negligible, an analogous span-load 

distribution may be substituted for the pressure distribu- 

tion in equation (5). i-ience 

á/ 

(6) 

J¿,'(y) (y) = I z y) (x,y) 

-% 
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whore L' is the span load distribution and is the angle 

of attack, obtained by dividing both sides of equation (5) 

by V, the l'ree stream velocity. 

The total lift on the wing may be expressed by 

fl% 
(7) z / 4'(y)'Jy 

Consider the case where is constant so that 

equation (6) may be written 

(8) Z = z, ?y 
/y 

= / (y 
vI_g 

where L'2 is the lift distribution associated with the con- 

stant angle of attack, ,', in the reversed flow direction. 

Thus the lift may be expressed as the integral over the 

wing span of' the product of the local angle of attack and 

the span load distribution per unit angle of attack of the 

wing in reversed flow. 

It should be obvious that for an unawept wing that is 

symmetrical fore and aft, the span load distribution per 

unit angle of attack will be the same in forward and ro- 

versed flow, since the wing will see the saine flow in either 

direction, only at a minus angle of attack. The reversed 

flow theorem would also apply for any wing for which the 

span load distribution per unit angle of attack In the 



reversed flow direction is irnown. Since the span load dis- 

tribution per UrAlt angle of attack will be considered 

elliptic In reversed flow, and since the effect of chord- 

wise downwash variation upon the lift of the wing will be 

neglected, the wing will be considered to be unswept. 

If « is the induced angle of attack due to a 

canard surface, then the change In lift may be written 

4 

(11) 4L f 
Z'y)y)f 

where L''2 is the span load distribution per unit 

angle of attack on the wIng without canard Interference in 

the reversed flow direction. The induced span load distri- 

bution Is merely the Integrand of equation (11). 

HI ÇL1S OF *JvLß COIWITILNS OF £ WING-C4ìARD SYSTN 

The induced lift on a wing can be determined through 

tie use of equation (11) for several different cases. The 

effect of a horseshoe vortex will first oe exanIned and fi- 

nally extended to the case where the wing is ari infinite 

distance from the canard. In contrast, a case will be con- 

siderod where the wing is in close proximity to the canard. 

Horseshoe Vortex System 

Consider a main lifting surface a distance x behind a 

canard surface (Figures 1 and 2). The coordinate s,'stem is 

defined from the quarter-chord point ol' the canard, and x 
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is measured to the lifting line of the wing. Represent the 

canard by a bound vortex of strength fi, invariant along the 

span of the canard. ¡ssuine that the effect of the wing on 

the canard is negligible, and that the span load distribu- 

tion on tho wing per unit angle of attack in the reversed 

flow direction is elliptic. 

The downwash is positive down and may be expressed by 

equation (2). £hus a positive represents a negative in- 

duced angle of attack to the wing, and may be expressed as 

(12) (x,y) - 
wCx1y) 

V 

The elliptic span load distribution per unit ancle o 

attack in the reversed flow direction is 

(13) L 'Cy) 7 (Ì) 

For a wing that is unswept and symmetrical fore and aft, 

equation (13) wIll also apply for the foreward flow direc- 

tion. As long as the wing Is unswept and nearly symnetrica1 

fore and aft, the span load distribution per unit angle of 

attack in the reversed flow directi3n will not vary much 

from that of forward flow. 

According to the reciprocity relation, equation (11), 

the lift induced by the angle of attack equation (12) is 
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¿4 

L JÌ f 
(1+) 

b 

) iy 
s'-y 

iquation (i+) Involves an integral that is improper 

at s'. £ho radical terms in the integrand due to the 

downwash make the solution in closed form extremely diffi- 

cult, if not impossible. However, expanding these radicals 

in a Taylor's series using Lagrange's (8, plltF) form of the 

remainder, the singularities may be factored out, and a 

bound may be placed on the error in the expansion remainder 

term. xpanding 

(15) 
L xl 

who re 

(16) 
/ ( ) (/)_ 

and 

It is evident that 

('Y) 



±1 

so that the bound on Lagranget s remainder term 1(3 may be 

expressed 

e,' 

(17) ;_ 
(Y) 

bote that this remainder term can be neglected for corn- 

putational purposes whenever 

(18) 

17 

since the factor /.i/ is raised to the power of six. The 

error would thus always be less than 3. Likewise the other 

radical term may be approximated by the expression 

/ / 
(19) '2([ 1(JY)l, ,, 
where 

,'- _L 
¿p 

(20) 0 - / ( r-) 

4hen equations (15) and (19) are substituted into 

equation (1+), the singularities can be factored into one 

improper integral and another integral containing the re- 

mainder terms. ¿quation (1+) may now be stated as a sum 
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of two integrals 

(21) ¿iL - 

where 

(22) 4 ¿ / 
r / 

7y s'-yi 

and 

fl4/Z. 

fijo / s rs !' (23) = 

The solution to these integrals is shown in Pppendix à. 

Equation (22) contains an improper integral and is a ftuic- 

tion only of s' and b. quatioi (23) is a function of s', 

b, and also x. It is shown in zppendix A that 4L is the 
liuii.t of 4L as x-r, since x occurs only in tue deno:4na- 

tor of 4.LJx 

By exanining the integral of the terras R and i(t3 in 

equation (23), it is shown in Appendix A that 4L is nag- 

ligible whenever 

(2'+) 

thus whenever the wing is at least the combined distance of 

a wing semi-span and a rolled up vortex semi-span, the wing 



can be considered at infinity. 
Under the transformation 

(25) 

-1 

-J 

the improper integral for nay be solved in a closed 
form. Note that equations (25) imply that s,± ± , or that 
the span of the rolled up vortex sheet is less than or 
equal to the wing span. Thus the wing can be considered at 
infinity anytiie 

6 

The solution to the improper integral in 4L (Ap- 

pendix A) is in a simple form and may be expressed 

(26) ¿IL - 
/LD 

where I is the circulation of the horseshoe vortex, L0 is 
the lift per wilt angle of attack at the aid-span of the 
wing in the reversed flow direction, and V is the free 
stream velocity. Equation (26) is applicable whenever.2 
since the difference botween ¿iL, and the actual value of 
aL is less than 3. 

As x becomes sa1ler and smaller, 4L becomes largor 
and goes to infinity as x-ra. This, however, stems from 
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the fact that the downwash at x = O is infinite for a 
horseshoe vortex. 

Wing in Close roxirnity 

For a real airfoil, the doinwash is actually finIte 

at the trailing edge, and hence the change in lift for a 

wing close to the canard would be finite. For the case of 

the wing close to the canard, where the vortex sheet cannot 

be considered to be rolled up, the downwash distribution 

may be approximated by equations (3). Thus the effect of a 

canard on a wing an arbitrary distance behind the canard 

can be expected to lie within the range bounded by the wing 

considered at infinity and by the wing very close to the 

canard, at x O. 

Consider the wing to be so close to the canard that 

the wash induced by the canard can be aptroxirnated by the 

discontinuous equations (3), shown graphically in Figure 3. 

substituting this distribution of downwash into the 

reciprocity equation (11), the change in lift on the wing 

becomes 

2z, WD 
4L 

V 
+ 

42 __ t 

(27) z = -2oWaTJ-7d 
V L0 o JS)L/ j 
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The solutions to the integrals in equation (27) can 

be obtainod in closed form by suitable transí'orrnation of 
variables. These solutions aro shown in ppendix 13. In 

closed form, equation (27) may be expressed 

4L_ ___ (28) -- ___ 
4: 

whore L0 is the total lift of the canard, CLg is the lift- 

curve slope of the wing, and is the aspect ratio of the 

wing. 

Wing at Inf1nit 
Consider the case where or where the wing can be 

considered to an infinite distance downstream of the canard. 

L is given by equation (26) and is 

4' - ! ¿ 
V 4 

According to the Kutta-Joukowski Theorem, 

(29) e 
fP'ft(2$) 

where is the circulation of the vortex along the canard 

spari, f is the free stream density, and q is the free 

stream dynamic pressure. Substituting equation (29) and 

equation (61) for L in Appendix B into equation (26) 
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4L__ 
(30) - - ______ 

The ratio of the induced wing lift to the canard lift for 

the wing considered at infinity is given by equation (30). 

The induced lift on the wing at infinity is twice as much 

as the induced lift on a wing considered close to the 

canard. In each case the interestIng fact occurs that the 

Induced lift is independent of the span of the canard for a 

given canard lift. 

For the wing considered to be an infinite distance 

from the canard, the vortex sheet was considered to be 

rolled up into two distinct vortIces, and thus the lift 

distribution over the canard was heretofore considered roc- 

tangular. kow consider a variable fi along the span of the 

canard, so that over each spanwise element dy is shed a 

differential vortex - ''dy. This differential vortex arid 
dy 

its mate on the other side of the span produce a differon- 

tial lift given by substituting-dy for fi and y for s' 
dy 

in equation (26). The minus sign takes into account that 

the distribution is decreasing along the span. 

4o 2 __ 
(31) ¿(42) - - ____ 
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y is now the variable of integration along the span of the 

canard. Therefore, 

ZD 2 
(32) 4Z - / y Py 

wilere the integration is only over half the span of the 

canard, s, because the other half is taken into account 

autoatical1y in expression (31). Integrating equatin 

(32) by parts 

Is. f z.zr 
(33) 4h = T L -¿ y) diJ 

The first term in expression (33) vanishes, since at the 

upper nin.it fl(y) must be zero at the tip of any surface. 

Hence, after applying the Kutta-Joukowski Theorem, 

¿o Ìfl'v)'IJ 1 

zd. z' 
(31f) ¿1L= - - 

26ff 

By substituting equation (61) for L0 in Appendix B, 

equation (3k) is reduced to 

4_- z 
(35) Z: ,9_ 4w 
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which is the result previously obtained in expression (30). 

Thus for a wing considered at infinity, the change in total 

lift on the wing is independent of the span lift distribu- 

tion over the canard. 

l'RE CASE 0F A REALISTIC WflG-CAIARD 3YSTEN 

In a practical consideration the wing will lie far 

enough behind the canard that the expression for the wing 

at infinity will generally apply. Thus, for a given 

canard lift, L, the total induced lift on the wing is a 

function only of wing parameters. This, however, is not 

truo for the induced span load distribution on the wing. 

Lift Induced on the irg as a Function of Canard Lift 

and pJin Aspect Ratio 

Equation (35) shows as a function of CL and A. 

However, Heimbold (1+, pii-), by using an approximate treat- 

ment, derived a simple relation for the lift-curve slope of 

unswept wings of elliptical lift distribution which may be 

expressed as 

(36) CZ 2/r/ 
w 

This expression is shown graphically in Figure - and 

corresponds favorably for both large and small aspect 

ratios. Substituting equation (36) into the equation for 



2h 

the change in lift on a wing at infinity, 

I zIZ_ ___ z - 

This relationship is shown in Figure 5. Thus k becomes a 

function only of the wing aspect ratio. 

For wings of low aspect ratio, beco!nes 

(3a) 

so that the net lift produced by the canard is zero. In 

other words, the change in lift on the wing due to the 

canard is exactly equal to the lift on the canard, only in 

the opposite direction. For wings of low-to-moderate as- 

pect ratio, the net change in lift on the system will be 

small, and only for wings of large aspect ratio will the 

gross effect of the canard become appreciable. 2his is 

apparent from Figure 5, because as the aspect ratio becomes 

larger and larger, the change in lift on the wing, 4L , 

becomes approximately 

(39) 

,4w 

The change in lift on the wing, 4L, will always act in an 

opposite direction to the lift on the canard, which Is 

shown by the constant negative sign In equation (37). 
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Induced Span Load Distribution 

Although the total change of lift on a wing consider- 

ed at infinity is independent of the span of the canard 

for a given canard lift, the change in the span load dis- 

tribution across the wing span is a function of the canard 

span. Consider now the integral in equation (22) for the 

change in lift of a wing at infinity, and take the deriva- 

tive with respect to The lift distribution across the 

wing becomes 

(+o) 
gL)= 

PV 
!' fL 
6 

where r and s' is the span of a rolled up vortex sheet. 

For an elliptical load distribution, Glauert (1, p168) 

gives the relation s' (s, and equation (0) nay be writ- 

ten in terms of the canard-wing span ratio, ?' = 

77' 
(+1) - - ____ 

d,r- /ZD 

I I $ Equation (1) is illustrated in Figure 6 for ')jJ - 

The curves for each value go to plus or ninus infinity at 

the asymptotes T' !' '' Although the lift distri- 

bution will not actually be infinite at any point along the 

span, the curve will be nearly discontinuous since the wash 

will be of opposite direction on either side of the vortex 

core and consequently, the respective chango in lift values. 
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since ;he total change of lift on. the wing is finite, the 

area under the curves of Figure 6 is finite, and the in- 

finite discontinuities at ,7 ' 1aerely indicate large 

values of induced lift reversals due to the rolled up vor- 

tex sheet of the canard. 

iISCU$1IOI 

For the wing considered at infinity the interesting 

f.act occurred that was Independent of the span of the 
e. 

canard and also independent of the span-load distribution 

on the canard. For a constant aspect ratio wing, 4L is 

dependent only on the total lift on the canard. These 

statements can be considered applicable anytime the wing 

is at least a total of a cobiried haù span length of the 

wing and canard downstream of the canard. Thus for practi- 

cal purposes, according to equation (50) in .ppend1x h, the 

wing an be considered to be at infinity whenever its dis- 
tance, x, behind the center of pressure line of the canard 

is 

x 

since the canard semi-span, s, is always greater than the 

rolled up vortex semi-span, s'. Moreover, since the canard 

span is always less than the wing span, the wing rsay be 

considered at infinity when it is at least one wing span 



behind the canard, regardless of the span of the canard. 

For almost all aerodynamic canard designs, the wing 

curi be considered at infinity. This is because the effect 

of the bound vortex becomes negligible at points very small 

distances away, and the trailing vortices provide almost 

all of the downwash. In addition, the span of the canard 

will usually he considerably less than the span of the 1ng, 

and the validity for the theoretical wing at infinity will 

be ade'ivate for most design apilications. 

Although the wing may generally be considered an in- 

finite distance from the canard, an occasion may arise in 

which this assumption is not suitable. For instance, if 

the canard span were large compared to the span of the wing, 

and if the wing were close enough to the canard so that the 

trailing vortex sheet could not be considered rolled up, 

the assunption that the wing be considered at infinity could 

not be used. For this particular situation, although a rare 
design, equation (28) may be used as an approximation, as- 

suming the wing to be very close to the canard. The change 

n lift on the wing would thus be half as much as it would 

be if the saine wing were further downstream. 

An indIcation of why the effect of the canard on the 

wing is twice as much at infinity as it iS immediately be- 

hind the canard may be gained by perusing Figure 3, which 

compares the two downwash equations (2) and (3), where the 

horseshoe vortex has the same span as the canard. The wash 
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Induced at infinity by the horseshoe vortex is at every 

point along the span larger than the downwash behind an 

elliptically loaded canard. thus the wing at infinity will 

experience a greater change in lift because it sees a 

greater change in angle of attack due to the downwash. 

Moreover, the tips of the wings will have an increase in 

lift, and the middle part of the wing will surfer a de- 

crease in lift. If the upwash is large enough, the outer 

portions of the wing will tend to stall out and limit the 

amount of increased lift. 

For wings of small aspect ratios, the change in lift 

distribution due to the canard wash would be an important 

load consideration in the design of the wing since the 

total change in the lift is nearly equal to the lift or the 

canard itself. or large aspect ratio wings this effect 

would not be so pronounced sInce the total change in lift 

on the wing is less than the lift on the canard and is 

distributed over a larger span. £hus, although the total 

change in lift on a wing considerably behind a canard is 

Independent oí' the span of the canard as well as the lift 

distribution, the change in span lift distribution on the 

wing is a function of the canard span. ihe distribution of 

the induced load on the wing must take into account the 

fact that the rolled up vortex cores are actually of a span 

less than that of the canard. 
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CONCLUDING 1*MaRKS 

The effect of a canard surface on the total lift of 

an unswept wing has been treated for subsonic flow by the 

application of the reversed flow or reciprocity relations. 

The wing was assumed to have an elliptical span load dis- 

tribution in the reversed flow direction and to lie 

directly in the wake of the canard. evera1 important 

factors and conclusions were drawn concerning the total 

induced lift on a wing due to a canard control surface. A 

surnary of these conclusions is as follows: 

1. The theory is most effective for wings at 

least one wing span away from the canard 

where the vortex sheet nay be considered 

completely rolled up. 

2. The theory may also be applied where the 

wing Is close enough to the canard so 

that the downwash is approximately the 

same as it is directly on the lifting 

line of the canard. 

3. The change in lift on a winm very close 

to a canard is appro:imately 1/2 the 

change in lift on a wing considerably 

behind the canard. 

-. The total change In lift on a wing is a 

function only of the total lift on the 

canard and of the aspect ratio of the 
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wing. It is independent both of the 

span of the canard and the lift dis- 

tribution on the canard. 

5. For wings of small aspect ratio, the 

total induced lift duo to the canard 

is approxinately equal t' The lift on 
the canard, only in he opposite 

direction. 
6. The induced lift distribution on the 

wing is a function of the span of the 

canard. 
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APPENDIX A 

UNS FCR A HORS1SHOE VORTEX 

When the Laylor expansions for the radicals in the 
equation for the change in lift on a wing due to the down- 

wasri of a horseshoe vortex are substituted into equation 

(l), the singularities can be factored into one improper 

integral and another integral containing Lagrange's re- 

mainder term. Equation (l+) was thus stated as a sum of 

two integrals given by equation (21). 

(21) ¿iL 4Z ,'- 

where 

_ "Lo (22) ¿iL 
= 2 flJ / Ç1y) t[r;;:;, 1] 

and 

J I I 

'ø?)Lt&'-;:l-;?Y - s-y 
j-' SS t '1, 

#ç_IcJy (23) ¿L = 

The singularities have xow been factored into only 

one improper integral which is given by equation (22). 

This integral is the limit of ¿iL as x-v since x ap- 
pears only in the denominator of equation (23). 

Consider the improper integral in equation (22) and 
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make the trigonometric substitutiDns 

(1+2) ¿9) YI''' c9 

This substitution implies that s± , or that the span of 

the rolled up vortex sheet is less than or equal to the 

wing span. Equation (22) becomes 

4 L = ç 
D L0 

j 

g, J L - 
¿ cJ 

ç_____ /-1t.1) 1d9 (1+3) 4Lj [4o-e 
Using Glauort's intera1 (1, p93) 

ir 

e0 n G = /7' 
J;,, n 

Jo e.1 - 6) _$_/17 

and noting that -cos = (»'-e), equation (1+3) becu.iies 

r s,,, 2 Oo J;,, 2 <'/7'- .) 

J 
z = - 

L - - 
y,,, (- o) 

- [2 ¿?od, 2 ¿ 

- ,tlL, 
(1+1+) = - - 

V 

where / is the circulation of the horseshoe vortex, L0 is 

the lift per unit angle of attack at the iid-span of the 
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wing in reversed flow, and V is the free stream velocity. 

The improper integral (22) thus becomes a very simple re- 

lation. The renaining integral, equation (23) nay be 

integrated with the heip of standard integral tables and 

reduces to 

/2' - ¡ii1p' 55' 

____ 2 

I, 

(5) ____ ¡ ( )Cuí 
PL0 

where 

4 

'fi ei 
(6) / / 

An upper bound may now be placed on I by utilizing 

equations (17) and (20), which are restated 

(17) 
('#Y) 

(20) 0 ± _L / f-1 
I'. j 

The bound on I may then be expressed 
P4/L 

0- 
¿ 

(7) o ±. ± L(Y)L[s. /Ds y1J 
I 

Equation (1+7) integrates simply through the use of integral 
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tables or the relations Q+2) arid reduces to the expression 

(8) D 
1A )b 2)/(2)4 

r i 
1. 

//ß 

Changing to the convenient diíensionless parameters 

and ', and substituting equations @+1f), (5), and 

(14.3) into equation (21), the change in lift on the wing may 

be expressed 

£ 

/- 1,L_!-_ (9) 4 - '[ia( 
aJ 1 

where 

J_2q' si7 
a r 

The change in lift on the wing is thus expressed as a func- 

I po 
tion of ;t and for a given -p-- ratio, and the error In 

the approximation Is limited by the bound on I. Recalling 

equation (18), however, 

(18) 
/s'y/ 
Ix' 

and realizing that y varies over the interval /y/ , the 

approximation (9) is valid, for engineering accuracy, In 

the range 
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(5c) 5' ,'- x or '.,- / ± 

since is the aaxLnuin value of y. Moreover, the maximum 

valuo of 1s 1, i.e., the span of the rolled up vortex 

sheet is the same as the span of the canard. Thus equation 

(19) will apply wheneverf Z2, whatever the value of ' 

may be. 

Consider the case where and '1 I be- 

comes negligible and 4h is approximately 

(51) = - 
/'Z. 23' r 

I / 

It is obvious from equation (1+9) that the limit of 4L 

as 

-- /'L 2$' 
(52) 4Zg2g, - ___ - 

46 

Co.iparing equation (51) with (52), it is apparent that the 

wing can be considered to be at infinity whenever 

since the difference between the two expressions is less 

than 3A. 
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APPENDIX B 

QUATIO}S FOR WIIG IN CLOSE PROXIMITY 

For the case or the wing in close proximity to the 

canard, the expression for the change in lift on the wing 

due to the canard is given by equation (27). 

(27) 4Z - F - 
V L j0 o 

'/2. 
Y/ y7(/JYÏ2 

The solution to the first integral in equation (27) may be 

obtained from standard tables and is 

h 

(53) 
EA 

'Jo 
a 

Denote the second integral by I and ciake the substitution 

given by equations (+2). 

.:z: = 

/' 

Y/sy;;J(Y)2 

(S'f) z; 4 
to. 

¿4ItL#C::) 

.2 

J t- 

c - /:T L 
(61 

Integrate by Darts by settin 
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¿/ J £9 

d/r ¿9d& 

and thus 

¡/9 

L, 

it- 

Tho integrated part is zero since cos % , and 

reduces to 

"4 _____ 
/ 

jo 

The radical in the integrand may be rewritten 

/9- (-í 

/ 

where /_/1 (41 



The integral I now bOOOitjS 

= -j 
Make the transforrnation of variable 

and note that 

t 

n 7ii ¿idi 
= -() 

1 

Thus, I becomes 

,1' 

I z= 

(55) - 2 

Sub8tituting equations (3) arid (55) into equation (27.ì, 

the change in lift is 

210W0 77- ¿ 
(56 41= - ____ - - 

V z L61 

wo i the dojnwasii a the lifting line oi' alA elliptically 

loaded canard and is given by (1, p162) 
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____ (57) -- - 
V 

where is the plant'orrn area of the canard, CL0 is the co- 
efficient of lift of the canard, and s is the senii-span of 
the canard. Substituting L0 -CqS0, equation (57) 
bec olne s 

_______ 
(58) - - 

V 

The lift ort the wing for an elliptical lift distribution 
without any induced canard lift is, according to equation 
(b) 

(59) 

L'wJ 
-h 

= D 
J7- () t 

-'/ 

WLDb 
since v',cç' is a constant for each section of the wing. 

The lift on the wing may also be written 

(60) zw = 



where is the lift-curve slope of the wing. Combining 

equations (59) and (60) and solving for L0, 

(61) ¿b = ______ 

Substituting equations (58) and (61) into (56), the change 

in lift on the wing becomes 

(62) = - 
6J_ 

______ 

where 3. is the planforin area of the wing, b is the wing 

span, and P is the wing aspect ratio. Thus the ratio of 
the induced wing lift to the canard lift is given by ex- 

pression (62). Note that the Induced wing lift is 
Independent of the span of the canard for a given canard 
lift. 
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